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ABSTRACT 

 
Part Of Speech (POS) tagger is an essential preprocessing step in many natural language applications. In 
this paper, we investigate the best configuration of trigram Hidden Markov Model (HMM) Arabic POS 
tagger when small tagged corpus is available. With small training data, unknown word POS guessing is the 
main problem. This problem becomes more serious in languages which have huge size of vocabulary and 
rich and complex morphology like Arabic. In order to handle this problem in Arabic POS tagger, we have 
studied the effect of integrating a lexicon based morphological analyzer to improve the performance of the 
tagger. Moreover, in this work, several lexical models have been empirically defined, implemented and 
evaluated. These models are based essentially on the internal structure and the formation process of Arabic 
words. Furthermore, several combinations of these models have been presented. The POS tagger has been 
trained with a training corpus of 29300 words and it uses a tagset of 24 different POS tags. Our system 
achieves state-of-the-art overall accuracy in Arabic part of speech tagging and outperforms other Arabic 
taggers in unknown word POS tagging accuracy. 

Keywords: Part of Speech Tagger, Arabic Language, Unknown Word Guessing. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Part of speech disambiguation is the ability to 
computationally determine which part of speech of 
a word is activated by its use in a particular context. 
Automatic text tagging is an important 
preprocessing step in many NLP applications such 
as information extraction, question answering and 
machine translation. POS tagging is a nontrivial 
problem. It cannot exclusively consist of a lexicon 
due to the MorphoSyntactic ambiguity, and the 
existence of unknown words, that is, words that 
have not been previously seen in the annotated 
training set. Unknown words are major problem in 
any tagging systems, and always decrease the 
performance of the systems. The accuracy of part-
of-speech (POS) tagging for unknown words is 
significantly lower than that for known words. 

The processing of unknown words is so 
important due to several reasons. First, the 
unknown words play an important role in the 
meaning of a sentence more than known words; 
unknown words are specialized words and hold 
more semantic information than known word [1]. 
This is because most of the unknown words belong 
to open POS classes such as nouns and verbs and 

unlikely to be in the closed classes such as 
particles. Second, the performance of the POS 
tagger in unknown word tagging is a measure of its 
robustness and reliability, which is, its ability to tag 
document from different domains or language 
varieties without substantially decrease on its 
performance. Finally, the improvement of unknown 
words tagging contribute to the overall accuracy of 
the POS tagger. For these reasons, properly POS 
tagging of unknown words is so important, so the 
information carried by them can be used correctly 
in future steps of an NLP system. 

Unknown word POS tagging is a substantial 
problem in Arabic POS tagging due to several 
reasons. First, the lack of large and free publicity 
available annotated corpora. Second, Arabic 
language is one of the richest languages in term of 
vocabulary [2], In the DIINAR.1 resource, the 
effective number of simple word forms is 7,774,938 
[3]. As a result, to design a reliable and robust 
statistical POS tagger, we need extremely large 
annotated corpus. Third, Arabic language is 
inflected language with rich and complex 
morphology. Finally, the orthographic ambiguity; 
the form of certain letters in Arabic script allows 
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suboptimal orthographic variants of the same word 
to coexist in the same text. 

In this work, we employ the well-known 
trigram HMM POS tagging architecture for tagging 
Arabic text – our baseline tagger implementation is 
influenced by Brants et.al. [4]. During the 
implementation of our baseline tagger, we observed 
that the suffix guessing does not performed well on 
Arabic unknown words. This is due to the 
limitation in the training data size and language 
characteristics. So, to cope with the unknown words 
problem first, we study how information supplied 
by a lexicon based Morphological Analyzer (MA) 
can be used to improve the accuracy of the system. 
Then, we define, implement and evaluate several 
lexical models based on the internal structure of 
Arabic word i.e. the word formation process. 
Experimental results show that the proposed 
approaches achieve very encouraging results, 
although the training is performed on very small 
size corpus.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 
2 discusses related works. Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 
describes our tagset and corpora. Sec. 5 gives 
necessary details about Arabic word formation. Sec. 
6 describes our baseline HMM tagger. In Sec. 7 we 
discuss the modifications to better handle unknown 
words POS tagging in Arabic text. Sec. 8 gives 
Experimental results. Finally, conclusions and 
future work appear in Sec. 9. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Research on POS tagging has a long history. 
Numerous approaches have been successfully 
applied to POS tagging. The POS tagging 
techniques in the literature can be classified into the 
following: 

POS tagging techniques in the literature can be 
classified into the following:  

• Rule-based part-of-speech tagging which is 
based on a lexicon and a set of disambiguation 
rules.  

• Supervised POS tagging: these approaches use 
machine-learning techniques to learn a classifier 
from labeled training sets such as Maximum 
Entropy Model [5] , Hidden Markov Model [4], 
[6],Conditional Random field [7], Cyclic 
Dependency Networks [8] and Support Vector 
Machine [9], [10]. 

• Unsupervised POS tagging: these approaches do 
not require pre-tagged training data, but rely on 
dictionary information.  

Previous work on POS tagging has utilized 
different kind of features to tackle unknown word 
POS tagging. These features are mainly based on 
word substring information, word context 
information and/or global information. Weischedel 
et al. [11] create a probability distribution for an 
unknown word based on certain features: word 
endings, hyphenation, and capitalization. Brill et.al. 
[12] uses suffix information with transformation 
rules. Ratnaparkhi et al. [5] uses character n-gram 
prefixes and suffixes, and spelling cues such as 
capitalization, hyphens, and numbers. Brants et.al. 
[4] uses the linear interpolation of fixed length 
suffix model for unknown word handling. 
Nakagawa et.al. [13] uses global information and 
local information. They model the probability 
distribution of the POS of all the occurrences of 
unknown words with the same lexical form in a 
document. The parameters were estimated using 
Gibbs sampling. Agic et al. [14] and showed that 
the performance of high inflected language POS 
tagger can be improved significantly by integrating 
the output of morphological analyzer.  

Recently, several works have been proposed to 
Arabic POS tagging such as [15]–[21], for more 
details about Arabic works in POS tagging see 
Albared et al. [22]. Among all these works, 
AlGahtani et al. [16] and Marsi et al. [18] reported 
their taggers performances on unknown word POS 
tagging which are 67.0% and (80 %-85%) 
respectively. However, the reported results still less 
than achieved results in other languages like 
English. Marsi et al. [18] used prefix, suffix, two 
previous words tags and one next word tag to 
handle unknown words. In addition, Al Shamsi et 
al. [17] and El Hadj et al. [15] used HMM for 
Arabic POS tagging. Both of them used 1000 words 
as test set. But, they worked under closed 
vocabulary assumption. 

3. THE TAGSET FOR ARABIC POS 

TAGGING 

Our tagset have been inspired by Arabic 
TreeBank (ATB) POS Guidelines [23]. The used 
tagset consists of 24 tags (see table 1). This tagset is 
a refinement of the Arabic TreeBank tagset, which 
is consist of 23 tags, used by Mansour et al [19], 
Diab et al [20] and Habash et al [21]. We only add 
some modifications to handle some linguistic 
limitation on previous Arabic taggers. The first one, 
we introduce a tag for the Broken Plural (BP) to 
distinguish between it and the singular noun. 
Unlike English irregular plural, which is 
uncommon, Arabic broken plural is very common. 
BPs form 40% of the plurals and the remaining 
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percentage 60% is for the other types of plurals: 
sound masculine and feminine plurals [24]. In our 
annotated corpus, BPs form 55% of the plurals. 
Moreover, BPs constitute 10% of any Arabic text 
[25]. Several works in Arabic NLP have been 
proposed to identify BP in Arabic text [25]–[27]. 
However, previous Arabic taggers do not identify 
BP as independent tag. Most of the time, BPs are 
tagged as singular noun which leads to lose a lot of 
information such as Mansour et al [19], Diab et al 
[20] and Habash et al [21]. The main word 
formation process in Arabic languages is inherently 
non-concatenative; the BP is the best example of 
this non-concatenative morphology [27]. We can 
measure the performance of our algorithms on 
handling non-concatenative unknown words by 
measuring its performance on handling unknown 
words which are BP. The second modification, our 
tagset does not include NO_FUNC (no solution 
chosen) tag, which is used as a tag in the above 
mentioned Arabic TreeBank tagset. They use this 
tag for any Arabic word with no selected solution 
[28]. Finally, we distinguish between inflected and 
non-inflected verbs.  

 
4. THE TRAINING CORPUS 

 
Our corpus consists of 29340 manually annotated 

word forms from two types of Arabic texts. Over 
17000 word forms come from old Arabic text or 
what is called “Traditional Arabic text” and another 
12000 are coming from modern standard Arabic. 
The main difference between the two types of text 
is only Out Of Vocabulary words. A few old Arabic 
words are rarely used nowadays writing. In 
contrast, some new technical terms and new words 
have entered common usage. We use this corpus to 
train and test our tagger. We spilt the corpus into 
training set with size 22800 words and test set with 
size 6540 words. 

 
5. ARABIC WORD STRUCTURE 

Arabic word form is either simple or complex 
(see Figure 1). The simple form of Arabic word 
consists of prefix, stem and suffix. The complex 
form consists of proclitics, the simple form and 
enclitics. Clitics (proclitics and enclitics) have their 
own POS tags. Tagging at complex word form level 
increase the data sparseness problem (increase 
unknown word problem) and increase the 
complexity of the tagset [28][29]. Furthermore, 
Barhaim et al. [29] showed that POS tagging using 
simple word form outperforms tagging using 
complex word form in Semitic languages. 
However, throughout this research the simple word 

form will be termed “word”. We assume the 
segmentation as a preprocessing step of the POS 
tagger. 

Arabic words are quite different from English 
words, and the word formation process for Arabic 
words is quite complex. The main formation of 
English word is concatenative. In contrast, the main 
word formation process in Arabic languages is 
inherently non-concatenative [30]. 

 The word in Arabic language can be described 
as combinations of two morphemes: a root and 
pattern. The root is a sequence of three (rarely two 
or four) characters which is called radicals. The 
pattern is a combination of augmented characters 
 vowel characters and it can be) ”احرف الزیادة“
consonants), with generic (or variables) characters 
into which the Root Radical Characters (RRC) are 
being inserted (throughout this works, we use the 
English letter X to represent the pattern generic 
characters). The augmented characters (sometimes 
called fixed characters) are fixed in each pattern. 
Words are derived by interdigitating roots into 
patterns: the first radical is inserted into the first 
generic character, the second radical fills the second 
generic and the third fills the last generic as shown 
in Table 2. Arabic has a small number, a few 
hundreds, of patterns and a few thousand of roots. 

The Arabic alphabet has 28 basic letters. Arabic 
word letters are divided into two sets. The first one 
is the root radical characters. Any Arabic letter can 
be root radical character. Root radical characters in 
Arabic word do not play any role in the detection of 
the word possible POS tags. For example, in the 
Arabic word. 

,خ the three characters ,”متخاصمون“ ص   and م are 
root radical characters. However, we can replace 
them by other three Arabic characters such as (ص, 

قد,  ) to produce other Arabic word “متصادقون” 
which have different meaning but both words are 
SPN. The second set is the augmented characters. 
Each augmented character can be only one of the 
these Arabic ten characters {ا,ه,ي,ن,و,م,ت,ل,أ,س}. 
However, the augmented characters associated with 
their position in the word may play a critical role in 
determining the possible POS tag of the word for 
example Arabic words 
 all have three ”یتصاعد”,”یتفاھم”,”یتصالح”,”یتعامل“
augmented characters ‘ت’,’ي’and ‘ا’ in the first 
,second and the fourth position and all these words 
are either PSV or VBP . 

Table 1. Word Deviation Process Of Some Arabic 

Words From The Root “كتب” With Different Patterns 
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Pattern Root The resulting word 
XXX كتب كتب 

XاXX كاتب كتب  
  مكتوب كتب XوXXم
 مكتبة كتب  ةXXXم

XXاX كتاب كتب 

 

6. OUR BASELINE MODEL :THE HMM 

POS TAGGER 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a well-known 
probabilistic model, which can predict the tag of the 
current word given the tags of one previous word 
(bi-gram) or two previous words (trigram). The 
HMM tagger assign a probability value to each 

pair 1 1,n nw t< > , where 1 1.....n
nw w w= is the input 

sentence and 11t t .tn
n= … is the POS tag sequence. 

In HMM, the POS problem can be defined as the 

finding the best tag sequence 1
nt given the word 

sequence n
1w . The label sequence 1

nt generated by 

the model is the one which has highest probability 
among all the possible label sequences for the input 
word sequence. This is can be formally expressed 
as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

1 1 1
1

1arg max | . . | .  1
nt

n
i i i

n

i

it p t t t p w t t−

=

= … …∏  

( ) ( ) ( )
1

1 1 1
1

arg max | . . |  2 
n

t

n
i

n

i

i

i it p t t t p w t

=

−= …∏  

The first parameter ( )1| .i ip w t t… is a known as 

the emission probability and second 
parameter ( )1 1| .i ip t t t− … is known as the transition 

probability. These two model parameters are 
estimated from annotated corpus by Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation (MLE), which is derived 
from the relative frequencies. Given these two 
probabilities, we can find the most likely tag 
sequence for a given word sequence. Using the 
Viterbi algorithm [31], we selected the path whose 
overall probability was the highest, and then took 
the tag predictions from that path. However, MLE 
is a bad estimator for statistical inference 
especially, in NLP application, because data tends 
to be sparse. This is even for corpus with large 
number of words. Sparseness means that various 
words are either infrequent or unseen. This leads to 
zero probabilities being assigned to unseen events, 
causing the probability of the whole sequence to be 
set to zero when multiplying probabilities. There 
are many different smoothing algorithms in the 

literature to handle the sparseness problem [32], all 
of them consisting of decreasing the probability 
assigned to the known event and distributing the 
remaining mass among the unknown events. In our 
work, we use linear interpolation of unigram, 
bigram and trigram maximum likelihood estimates 
in order to estimate the trigram transition 
probability: 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
3 2 1 1 3 2 3 2

2 3 2 1

 | ,     |  

 | ,     (3)

P t t t P t P t t

P t t t

λ λ

λ

= +

+
 

where 1 2 3λ +λ +λ =1 , so P represents a valid 

probability distribution. The λs  are estimated by 
deleted interpolation. 

For unknown word, we use the linear 
interpolation of fixed length suffix model for 
unknown word handling. The probability 
distribution for a unknown word suffix is generated 
from all words in the training set that have the same 
suffix up to some predefined maximum length. 
Probabilities are smoothed by successive 
abstraction. This method was proposed by 
Samuelsson et.al. [33] and implemented for English 
and German [4]. 

( )1

1 2

| ,...,
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=

∑

∑
 

Where 1,...,n i nc c− + represent the last n 

characters of the word of the words. In addition to 
word suffix, the experiments utilize the following 
features: the presence of non-alphabetic characters 
and the existence of foreign characters. In addition 
to the suffix guessing model, we define another 
basic model based on both unknown word prefix 
and suffix. The main linguistic motivation behind 
combining affixes information is that in Arabic 
word sometimes an affix requires or forbids the 
existence of another affix [34]. Prefix and suffix 
indicate substrings that come at the beginning and 
end of a word respectively, and are not necessarily 
morphologically meaningful. In this model, the 
lexical probabilities are estimated as follows: 
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Given an unknown word w, the lexical 
probabilities (suffix(w) | )P t are estimated using 

the suffix tries as in Equation 4. 

Then, the lexical probabilities 
(prefix(w) | )P t are estimated using the prefix 

tries as in Equation 4. Here, the probability 
distribution for an unknown word prefix is 
generated from all words in the training set that 
have the same prefix up to some predefined 
maximum length. 

Finally, we use the linear interpolation of both 
the lexical probabilities obtained from both word 
suffix and prefix to calculate the lexical probability 
of the word w as in the following equation: 

( ) ( )|  suffix( )|

(1 ) (prefix(w) | ) (5)

P w t P w t

P t

λ

λ

=

+ −
 

Where λ  is an interpolation factor, 

experimentally set to X. prefix(w)  and 

suffix( )w are the first m and the last n characters, 

respectively. Table 3 summarizes the results of 
experiments with prefix, suffix and prefix + suffix 
basic models. The first model (LM1) is TnT suffix 
guessing algorithm. The second model (LM2) is 
prefix guessing algorithm. The third model (LM3) 
is the linear interpolation of both prefix guessing 
algorithm and suffix guessing algorithm for 
unknown words. LM3, which combine information 
from both suffix and prefix, gives a considerable 
rise in accuracy compared to the suffix guessing 
method. However, the performances of LM1, LM2 
and LM3 in unknown words still far away from 
what are achieved in other languages. The results 
also show that some techniques which proved to be 
effective for some languages does not work well for 
Arabic languages such as LM1 (suffix guessing 
algorithm) which proved to be a good indicator for 
unknown word POS guessing in English and 
German [4]. In the next section, we discuss our 
effort to improve the accuracy of the unknown 
word predictor. We combine the weighted output of 
MA with word suffix and prefix information and 
with word pattern suffix and prefix.  

Table 2. The average POS tagging accuracy using the 

HMM tagger with the basic lexical models. 

M
od
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 T
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ov

er
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l 
ac

c.
 

LM1(TnT)Suffix 
guessing algorithm 

10.7 66.3 94.7 

LM2 Prefix 
guessing algorithm 

10.7 56.4 93.6 

LM3 Prefix +suffix 
guessing algorithm 

10.7 69.5 95.0 

 

7. SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT 

7.1 Integration of Morphological Information 

In order to further improve the tagging 
accuracy, we integrate morphological information 
with lexical models. The main reason of our choice 
of using external MA is based on the fact that suffix 
tries and successive abstraction algorithm does 
work well with Arabic language. In our opinion, the 
main reasons that make this algorithm unsuitable 
for Arabic language are: 1) data sparseness 2) 
suffix ambiguity 3) the non-Concatenative nature of 
Arabic word. A MA is a function that inputs a word 
w and outputs the set of all its possible POS tags. 
Note that the size of tags produced by the MA is 
much smaller than the size of the tagset. Thus, we 
have a restricted choice of tags as well as tag 
sequences for a given sentence. Since the correct 
tag t for w is always in the MA output tags 
(assuming here that the MA is complete), it is 
always possible to find out the correct tag sequence 
for a sentence even after applying the 
morphological restriction. Since the MA does not 
assign probabilities to the tags, we address this 
problem by assuming uniform distribution of the 
tags proposed by the MA given the word. In our 
system, we utilize the LDC-distributed Buckwalter 
Morphological Analyzer for Arabic (BAMA).The 
BAMA system is based on three tables: prefixes 
table, stem table and suffixes table. The stem table 
of BAMA has a very high coverage. Due to the 
differences between BAMA tagset and our tagset, 
we implement a mapping function that map each 
tag produced by BAMA to one tag or more in our 
used tagset. The new combined models (LM4 and 
LM5) follow a simple method for using the 
information from the MA: 

1) If the word is in the training corpus, the 
lexical probabilities are estimated using MLE 
just as in the basic models, otherwise. 
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2) If the word is not in the training corpus and it 
is known to the MA, the MA output the set of 
possible tags. the lexical probabilities are 
estimated as follow: 

a. The tags probability distribution is 
calculated by using appropriate 
weighting function such as assuming 
uniform distribution of the tags 
proposed by the MA.  

b. Then, lexical probabilities are 
calculated using Bayesian inversion. 

c. Finally, we combine these lexical 
probabilities with lexical probabilities 
provided by LM1 or LM3. 

3) If the word is also unknown to the MA, the 
lexical probabilities provided by LM1 or LM3 
are used. 

However, for fixed input text the number of 
unknown words can be reduced by enriching the 
lexicon of the MA. This is a suitable if the tagger is 
domain specific. But as a general solution for 
general multi-domain texts, the tagger must be 
equipped with some models that handle unknown 
word efficiently without extending the size of the 
MA lexicon. Moreover, BAMA has many 
weaknesses in its coverage and in its analysis [28], 
[34], [35]. Mansour et al. [19] stated that more than 
5% of the words in ATB2 and ATB3 cannot be 
tagged correctly using BAMA unless further data 
are added to those provided by the morphological 
analyzer. However, BAMA analyze Arabic words 
in concatenative manner. It has problem to analyze 
words with non-concatenative morphology such as 
broken plurals [36]. This means it is unable to 
handle unknown words which are non-
concatenative. Our objective is to provide a solution 
to unknown word POS guessing problem which 
overcome the limitation of the MA and also 
overcome the need of huge amount of annotated 
data. In the next section, we will define lexical 
models which depend on some specific features of 
Arabic words. These models have the ability to 
extract the useful information from Arabic words, 
which are formed either using concatenative 
morphology or non-concatenative morphology. 
Then, they use this information to predict the word 
appropriate POS tag. 

7.2 Using Words Internal Structure 

Arabic words are quite different from English 
words. The word formation process for Arabic 
words is quite complex. The main formation of 
English word is concatenative i.e. simply attaching 
affixes to the beginning and the end of the stem. 
Hence, the word suffixes are strong indicator for 
the word POS class. Brants et.al. [4], for example, 

showed that an English word ending in the suffix -
able is very likely to be an adjective. In contrast, 
the main word formation process in Arabic 
languages is inherently non-concatenative [30]. 
Thus, Arabic word (minimal word form) suffixes 
are ambiguous, short and sparse. For example, 
most of the time Arabic words, which are derived 
from the same root, share the same suffix even if 
they have different POS. Moreover, words, which 
belong to the same POS class, often have different 
suffixes (see Table 4).  

As we state in Sec. 5, Arabic words is derived by 
inserting root radical characters into pattern’s 
generic characters. Arabic words characters are 
divided into root radical characters or augmented 
characters. While ten characters 
 which is called Augmented,{ا,ه,ي,ن,و,م,ت,ل,أ,س}
Characters(AC), of the Arabic 28 can be used as 
root radical or augmented characters , any 
character of the remaining 18 characters can be 
used only as root radical characters. The 
augmented characters appear in Arabic words and 
their patterns so they are sometimes are called 
fixed characters [2]. In contrast, root radical 
characters only appear in the Arabic words and 
they are replaced with generic characters (or 
variables) in its pattern. However, the reverse 
process to word derivation is the pattern 
identification (or root extraction). The pattern 
identification is the process that identifies the root 
radical characters in an Arabic word and replaces 
them with generic characters.  

Table 3. List Of Some Arabic Words Derived From 

Roots "عمل"And “صنع” And Their POS. The Table 

Shows The Ambiguity And The Sparseness Of Arabic 

Word Suffixes 

Arabic words Pattern Arabic 
pattern 

POS 

 PV فعل XXX صنع|عمل

 VBS سنفعل XXXسن  سنصنع| سنعمل

 SN فعل XXX  صنع|عمل
 SN مفعل XXXم  مصنع|معمل
 BP مفاعل XXاXم  مصانع|معامل
 BP فعال XاXX  صناع|عمال

 VBS یفعلون  ونXXXي  یصنعون|یعملون
 SNP  مفعلون|متفاعلون  ونXXاXون|متXXXم  مصنعون|متعاملون

 
The pattern of Arabic word is a good indicator of 

its possible POS tags. In addition, patterns can be 
used to overcome the need of huge annotated data 
to cover the language vocabularies. All Arabic 
words which belong to open classes can be mapped 
to few thousand of patterns. Furthermore, by 
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removing root radical characters from Arabic 
words, suffixes become less ambiguous, less sparse 
and long (see Table 5). But, it’s not that easy to 
fully utilized patterns information. Pattern 
identification (or root extraction) in itself is a 
complicated task in Arabic NLP. In our current 
work, we try to balance between the benefit that we 
can get from the pattern and the complication of 
the pattern identification. We propose a light 
pattern identification algorithm to map the Arabic 
word to its pattern. The algorithm works as follow: 
given an Arabic word which belong to open class: 
first, check the words if it contains one character or 
more from radical characters only set, replace them 
with generic character “X”. Second, for the 
remaining characters, we use some positions rules, 
which proposed by (Sonbol et al., 2008), to detect 
if they are root radicals or augmented characters. 
We called the pattern produced by this algorithm 
“Augmented Character Form” (ACF). We use this 
algorithm to map each non functional word in the 
dictionary obtained from the training corpus to its 
ACF. Then, we estimate the emission probability 
(the lexical model) for each unique ACF.  

We use augmented letter tree, to represent the 
lexical model. Finally, for each unknown word in 
the test set, we estimated the probability of its 
ACF’s suffix using suffix tries and successive 
abstraction. Then, we combine this probability with 
the output of the MA. The algorithm is described 
more formally as follow (step 1 and 2 are 
performed in the training phase where step 3 is in 
the test phase): 

1) First, for each word W in the dictionary 
obtained from the training data : if one of its 
possible tags belong to the open classes then 
convert it to its augmented character 
form(ACF) as follow: 
 For each character C in W: 

  If C ∉  AC, then, we replace it with the 
generic character “X “. 

2) Else if C ∈  AC then we checks if c is 
augmented or root radical character using the 
position rules and if its root radical character, 
we replace it with the generic character “X “. 

3)  If two or more words have the same ACF, we 
represent them as one entry (ACFj). The 
possible tags of the resulting ACF is equal the 
possible tags of all of its words. The 
probability distribution of ACFj given a tag t 
is calculated as in the following equation : 

( )
1

| ( | )        (6)
n

j i

i

P ACF t P w t
=

=∑  

   Where 1w ,…, nw  are words that have the same 

ACFj. 
4) Finally , For each unknown word in the test 

set, we do the following: 
a) The word is converted to its ACF. 
b) The lexical probabilities 

(ACF_suffix | )P t  and 
(ACF_prefix | )P t are estimated 

using the suffix tries and prefix tries as 
in Sec. 5. The only difference that we 
replace the word by its ACF.  

c) We combined this information with the 
MA output, if the word is known to the 
MA. 

8. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

The main purpose of this work is to study the 
behavior of different lexical models for HMM POS 
tagger, in order to determine the best way to handle 
unknown words POS guessing for Arabic language 
especially, when small amount of data is available. 
We evaluate these lexical models on the test set.  

We have a total of six models. The same training 
data has been used to estimate the parameters for 
all the models. Moreover, the same test set has 
been used to evaluate all the models. The size of 
the test set is 6540 words in which 700 words are 
unknown. We define the tagging accuracy as the 
ratio of the correctly tagged words to the total 
number of words. Results are summarized in Table 
6.  

Table 4. The Average Tagging Accuracy Of Arabic 

Text Using The Improved Lexical Models 
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(LM3)word Prefix+ suffix 
guessing  

10.7 69.5 95.0 

(LM4) MA+ suffix 10.7 83.7 96.6 
(LM5) MA+ word suffix+ 
word prefix 

10.7 83.5 96.6 

(LM6) MA+ACF suffix 
+ACF prefix 

10.7 88.3 97.1 

We find that in both HMM based models (LM4 
and LM5), the use of a morphological analyzer 
with word affixes improve the accuracy with 
respect to the basic models (see Table 3 and Table 
6). A significant increase in the unknown word 
POS tagging accuracy and consequently in the 
overall accuracy is clearly noticeable. As we have 
noted already the use of MA and word affixes 
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improve the accuracy of the POS tagger. But what 
is significant to note is that the percentage of 
improvement is higher when we use of MA and 
ACF affixes. The results of the experiments using 
LM6, which combines information from word 
morphological information and ACF suffix and 
prefix, show a considerable increase over all other 
approaches.  

In addition, Table 7 compares our works in 
Arabic unknown words POS guessing with all 
related Arabic works. Our combined model (LM6) 
outperforms all related works on Arabic POS 
tagging that tackle unknown word problems, 
although our training data is small.  

Table 5. Comparison Of Our Results In Unknown 

Word POS Tagging With Other Related Arabic Taggers 
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Marsi 2005 MB %6.6 947 %73 
AlGahtani 
2009 

TBL %5.3 790 %85 

LM6 HMM %10.6 700 %88.
3 

 

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Unknown words tagging is a serious problem in 
POS tagging especially when small annotated data 
is available. The impact of this problem increases 
in languages which have huge vocabulary and rich 
morphological system like Arabic. 

In this paper, we have investigated the best 
configuration of second order HMM POS tagger 
for Arabic when the training corpus is small. We 
have proposed several lexical models based on 
internal specific features of Arabic words. In 
addition, external morphological analyzer has been 
integrated with the POS tagger to improve the 
tagger results. Furthermore, we have presented 
several combinations of these lexical models. The 
best result is achieved by the combined lexical 
model which combines the weighted output of the 
morphological analyzer and affixation tries of word 
augmented character form (pattern form).Our 
tagger achieves the state of art in Arabic text 
tagging and outperforms other Arabic taggers in 
unknown word tagging.  

Our future direction is to improve the pattern 
based unknown word predictor. This improvement 
can be done through several steps. First, we intend 

to increase the size of training corpus from small 
sized to medium sized to cover most of the Arabic 
words patterns. The second step is to improve the 
pattern identification algorithm so that each 
unknown word can be mapped to a pattern of 
known word. Another future direction is to develop 
new test set to re-evaluate the performance of the 
tagger. The new test set will include annotated data 
from multiple domains. 

APPENDIX 

The Arabic POS tagset used in annotating our 
corpus has been attached in table 1. In Figure 1, the 
simple and complex forms of Arabic word 
 with one of its possible tags sequence ”فلمعتقداتھم“
(composite tag) has been explained. Tables 5 show 
the list of some patterns with their possible POS 
tags. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Table 6. The Arabic POS Tagset Used In Annotating Our Corpus 

Pos Tag Label Pos Tag Label 
Conjunction CC Broken Plural Noun BPN 

Number CD Possessive Pronoun POSS_PRON 

Adverb ADV Imperfective Verb VBP 
Particle PART Non Inflected Verb NIV 
Imperative Verb IV Relative Pronoun REL_PRON 
Foreign Word FOREIGN Interjection INTERJ 
Perfect Verb PV Interrogative Particle INTER_PART 
Passive Verb PSSV Interrogative Adverb INTER_ADV 
Preposition PREP Demonstrative Pronoun DEM_ PROP 
Adjective ADJ Punctuation PUNC 
Singular Noun SN Proper Noun NOUN_PROP 
Sound Plural Noun SPN Personal Pronoun PRON 

 

 

Figure. 1. The Simple And Complex Forms Of Arabic Word “فلمعتقداتھم” With One Of Its Possible Tags Sequence 

(Composite Tag) CC+PREP+SPN+POSS_PRON 

 

Table 7. List Of Some Patterns With Their Possible POS Tags 

Pattern Arabic  Examples of Pattern’s Words Pattern Possible Tags 

XXوX غفور/دخول/علوم/صدور/نفوس  فعول…./ BPN,SN,ADJ 

 SN /……افتتاح / اقتصاد/ اجتماع  افتعال XاXتXا

 VBS,PSSV  /……یستھلك/یستعمل/ یستخرج  یستفعل XXXیست

 ,IV,PSSV,PV,SN /……تحدث /تعلم /تخرج /تدرب  تفعل XXXت

 VBS  /……یسمعون/یصنعون/یعملون  یفعلون  ونXXXي

 
 


